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By Alice Godfrey Digital Video Recorder includes a hard drive for video storage. The hard drive, while physically similar to the disks found on desktop computers, is specifically formatted for use with DVR. To use the DVR hard drive on a PC, modify the drive so that the computer's operating system can access it. You will need home tools,
but no specific software since the computer operating system has already made the necessary software in it. Unseghor the computer's power wire from the output. Take the screws from the side panel, using the Phillips screwdriver. Take the screw on the edge of an empty drive bay inside the computer, near the top edge, using a
screwdriver. Pull the drive tray out of The Bay Drive. Remove two screws from the side of the drive tray with a screwdriver. Slide the DVR drive into the slot drive tray, the outside connection side. Re-plug the screws and pull the power plug and the data cable plug from the Bay Drive. Connect the power plug to the power socket behind the
DVR drive. Connect the data cable plug-in to the data socket behind the DVR. Re-insert the drive tray into the drive bay and rewind the screw. Close the side panel, reconnect the screws and reconnect the power wire. Turn on the computer. Let the desktop come on the screen. Click Start, followed by the computer right-clicking the DVR
drive icon that appears in the window. Select format from the pop-up window. Name the drive with your chosen name in the text field name at the top of the window that appears. Put the rest of the settings on the window as it is. Click the Format button at the bottom of the window. See the window when the formatting is finished -- the
window will let you know this -- by clicking the X button in the top right corner of it. When Wendell tries to boot his computer, an error message declares a disk reading error. It's like his hard drive... With a value of three years of working on it -- it doesn't exist. You could well have a dead hard drive -- or at least one very damaged one.
Replacing the drive itself is relatively easy, although the current hard drive shortage will raise the cost. Since I think you don't have support, data recovery is going to be a tough part. Support is like threading -- everybody knows they have to do it, but few actually bother. And eventually you pay for that oversight. but lets see what we can
do . Try booting from a part magic CD or flash drive and see if you can access your files through it. Parted Magic is a live Linux variety that comes with a hard drive diagnostic program – something you might find useful. You will find the magic part in the form of .iso file. If you double-click a .iso file, it will most likely launch a program that
will walk you through the process of converting the contents of that file to a CD (simply copying the file to a CD won't work). If such a program doesn't come up, download and install the ISO Recorder for Windows XP and 2003 or ISO Recorder for Vista and Windows 7. Then click .iso file again. See bootable maintenance flash drive for
instructions on putting separate magic onto a flash drive. If you can access files while running PartedMagic, you can easily drag them to an external hard drive connected to one of your USB ports. Apart the magic and if you can't, try part magic drive diagnostic program, Disk Health. If that doesn't help, you're going to have to go to the next
step: remove the hard drive from the computer and connect it to another computer as a secondary drive (not what you're booting from). You can do this by installing it as a second drive on a desktop computer, or using a SATA USB adapter (they cost about $20) to turn it into a temporary external USB drive. Then you will be able to
connect it to one of the other COMPUTER's USB ports. When it connects to another computer, see if you can access the files. If you can, copy them to another drive. Your last option is to send the drive to a data recovery company. The two most well-known are Kroll Ontrack and DriveSavers Data Recovery. Does that make them the best
choices? not necessarily . I don't know any practical way to test these services, so I can't say they are better than their lesser-known and less expensive competitors. These services are very expensive. A successful recovery (and there is no guarantee of success) will cost you hundreds or even thousands of dollars. But frankly, it's the
cost of not supporting. Help editor Lincoln Spector writes about technology and cinema. Email his technology questions to him on the answer@pcworld.com, or send them to a community of useful folks in the PCW Answer Forum Line. Follow Lincoln on Twitter, or subscribe to the Reply Line newsletter, emailed weekly. Note: When you
buy something after clicking on the links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for details. If you're wondering how to download Minecraft for PC, you come to the right place. We'll raise you and run faster than you can say, creepy? Oh, man! There are two pc versions of Minecraft available to
download: The Minecraft Java version or Minecraft for Windows 10 (commonly known as Bedrock). There are some notable differences between the two versions. Bedrock doesn't have an updated combat system, but allows for crossplay with X-Buck One and mobile, and some content that Java doesn't. Meanwhile Java only allows
players to play with other Java players, but it has more public servers and a better modig scene. If you're not quite sure to choose then we recommend going for Java, it's included as a free copy of Bedrock with it. Are you ready to be creative? Read on for our simple steps on how to download Minecraft for PC. (Image credit: Muzheng) 1.
Go to minecraft website first thing first thing, you want Mosey over to the Minecraft website. From here you should be greeted with a great picture of Steve and Alexei overlooking World. Look to the left and there should be a green box that says get Minecraft. Click on it. After clicking the button, you now have a choice: which Minecraft
version do you want to download? The options here are computers, mobile phones, consoles, and others (yes, there are so many Minecraft versions!). For this guide, we want to click on one of the marked 'computers'. 3. Minecraft Version Java or Minecraft Windows 10 (Bedrock)? I know, which Minecraft we're still choosing! But we're
almost done. The next choice you need to make is which version do you want to download: the Java version of Minecraft or the Windows 10 (Bedrock) version? If you opted for windows 10 games you will be transported to a Minecraft page specific version with a 'buy' button. Click 'Buy' and you then move to the Microsoft Store where you
can buy that version of the game and install it right away. Note: If it was the Windows 10 version you're after, all you've already done! If you want to download the Java version of Minecraft, however, click on that version, on the left, and when the next page is loaded, click Buy. 4. Sign up for Minecraft. NetWhile Windows 10 users are
already finished, there are still a few things left to do to get the Java version. After hitting 'Buy', we need to register a new account with email address and password. Public passwords are not allowed, so there is no animal name or what. Once everyone is full of stats 'sign up' then open a new tab and drag up your email inbox. You must
have received a four letter code you now need to log back on minecraft's website to move on. Enter the code in the box, hit 'Ok' and you're almost done. 5. The time to buy and install Minecraft now comes the shopping page. Enter your card details, double check the amount at the bottom, and when you are happy, click the 'Buy' banner at
the bottom. Wait until the screen is loaded and you will be jettisoned to 'buy full' screens. Click on 'Download for Windows' and a file called 'Committee Against .msi' should be downloaded automatically. Click on that file and the game will be installed. From here, just power through the 'next' until it's installed and hit the end. The new
window should open (which will throw Minecraft), log in with your email address and password and then click 'Play'. Now just sit down as Minecraft java download version and you can jump into a world of endless fun. Today Minecraft's best deals history of Minecraft - the best-selling computer game ever in the first quarter of 2011,
enterprise users faced an average of 274 web-based malware attacks, an increase of 103 percent over 2010, according to research from Cisco ScanSafe. Why the dramatic increase? One of the major causes is the growing number of drive-by attacks. Drive by downloading particularly dangerous methods Cyber use to install viruses and
spyware, and otherwise control the computers of end users is not suspicious. Drive-by downloads are particularly dangerous because they are so Whenever someone else decides what software, what code is running on your computer, then your computer -- all the information on it and everything on the network that's connected to it -- is
at stake, said Daniel Peck, research scientist at Barracuda Labs of Barracuda Networks. In fact, half of all businesses surveyed by Kaspersky Labs in 2011, which were infected with some form of malware, experienced data loss from the attack, he says. How drive by downloading AttackDrive by downloading work by exploiting
vulnerabilities in web browsers, plugins or other components that work within browsers, says Peck. And they can do a number of ways. For example, you can be innocently cruising the web when you happen on a site that downloads malware on your computer. The site could have been set up by cybercriminals, specifically in order to



infect people's computers, or it could be a legitimate website where cybercriminals were compromised by vulnerabilities on the site. Dasient, a company that makes software to prevent web-based malware attacks, points out that nearly 4 million web pages across more than 400,0 websites are infected with malware each month. Another
common way drive by download is distributed through advertising networks. In 2009, the New York Times was tricked into running a mock antivirus software ad that bombarded people who clicked on ads with pop-ups, causing them to claw back their credit card information to pay for the fake program. Google and Microsoft's online ad
networks crashed the following year for a similar trick. Andrew Brandt, director of threat research at Solara Networks Research Labs, says criminals are still trying to use advertising networks to distribute malware because advertising networks make their exploits very easy for many people. Sometimes a drive download is prompted by
users to take action that allows malicious software to take over their machines. The most common example of this today is rogue anti-virus software. You'll see a web page suddenly a pop-up window that looks like a legitimate anti-virus program appears on your computer, suggesting that it's a detected virus and asking you to click to scan
the virus free of charge. While rogue anti-virus software and exploitation like that are a real danger, they are not the biggest threat because IT departments can't train end users to get trapped. Only some [drive-by-download] attacks rely on people to accidentally click on something, brandet says, those who are completely independent of
user engagement are the most devastating. Barracuda Labs Pack estimates that one in 10 web pages people visit are somehow malicious and trying to do some kind of exploitation on users.The drive by download can strike without warning, and only some of them are avoidable. Are increasingly Inevitable, Brandt says. What causes an
increase in drive-by downloads? Brandt, Peck and other security experts say drive downloads occur by much more. There has definitely been an increase in their popularity recently, Brandt reports, adding that Peck.Drive-by downloads are proliferating because exploitation kits that allow cybercriminals to compromise websites are readily
accessible on the black market. The exploit kit is also highly refined and automated, which makes it easy for cybercriminals to distribute them across as many web servers as possible, he adds. The growing complexity of browser environments also helps expand drive downloads. Peck says that by expanding the number of extensions,
add-ons and browser versions, there are more weaknesses for cybercriminals to exploit and add to their kits. On your car], Peck adds. Brandt says malware cybercriminals go through drive downloads by installing a range of viruses that crash users' computers to malicious PHP scripts that start and stop applications and browse file
systems. Drive-by downloads can also install spyware, remote access software, key logging software and trojans that are able to extract information from computers in seconds. They can convert computers to botnets or make them part of a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack. Jeff Schmidt, managing director of security
consultancy JAS Global Advisors, says he doesn't see the problem of downloading the drive by abating anytime soon. Now with HTML5, the boundaries around the browser are decreasing, so I expect this to happen further in the future, he says, in the meantime, drive downloads are crippled by nagging headaches for technology support
groups and for users with computers and their productivity. However, while the drive-by download will continue to create chaos for undeidant end users, IT departments can take measures to defend against these stealth attacks.6 ways to protect employees from the drive by Downloads1. Encourage employees to keep their software up to
day. Peck, Brandt and Schmidt agree that only the most important measure it can take to protect users from downloading drives by encouraging them to keep all their software up to day, especially their antivirus software, their browsers, and all their add-ons and extensions , including Java, Flash and Adobe Acrobat.ensure that employees
are using the latest versions of their browsers and extensions is critical because many employees run a few versions behind the latest release and because most drives are exploited by downloading vulnerabilities known inside older versions of browsers and plugins. Adobe Acrobat is the most common obsolete plugin, reports Zscaler
ThreatLabs. Also strictly by has been exploited Software updates can strike end users as annoying, and since updates (especially on Windows machines) seem to pop in random, interrupt someone's work, they are often overlooked. IT sections need to remind end users that taking five minutes to install those updates dramatically reduces
their chances of getting a virus through the drive by downloading that can hinder their productivity for a day.2. Install web filtering software. Peck says web filtering products could potentially prevent people from going to sites compromised by drive downloads. They may have built-in mechanisms that allow them to detect if a site is unsafe,
and if so, to prevent users from going there, he says. Some are looking for known exploits and known indicators of drive-by download. Some other heuristics made to help them determine whether a site is secure.3. Install NoScript on your Firefox browser. NoScript is a free and open source add-on that allows only trusted websites that
you choose to run JavaScript, Javascript and Flash. Brandt says running Firefox with NoScript prevents a lot of drives by downloading. As far as I can tell, this is the only sure way to prevent accidental infection of a Windows computer by kitten exploitation web pages, he wrote on solera Networks' blog last December. Brandt is asking
users to disable JavaScript inside PDF documents in their PDF reader preferences. He also recommends that IT sections remove Java from any system they control, at least until a patch is released to address CVE-2011-3544, a malicious Java applet stored inside a Java archive file that allows unsealed applets to potentially have
unrestricted access to run java code arbitrarily.5. Keep tabs on BLADE. BLADE, which stands for Block All Drive-by Download Exploits, is an emerging Windows immunization system that prevents drive download exploits from infecting vulnerable Windows machines. It is developed by researchers at Georgia Tech and SRI International.
BLADE v1.0, a free research prototype, will soon be available for download.6 Don't give users admin access to their computers. Schmidt Global JAS Advisors says when providing computers to end users, sophisticated IT shops set up employees with standard user accounts. They do not give end users local administrative access to their
computers. It used to be standard practice for everyone to access the local administrator to their computers, Schmidt says. This made things easier considering installing drivers, but it also meant that any malicious software had access to the computer. Schmidt adds that restricting end users' administrative access to computers reduces
the damage malware can do. If I happen to open a browser when I entered and downloaded something bad, the scope of the damage is limited to the user field. It's not a car owner. The name 6 Ways to Defend Against Drive-by Downloads was originally published by the CIO. Note: When you buy something after clicking In our articles,
we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for details. Details.
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